Let’s Talk About Sex: Intimacy and Sexual Health in Survivorship

Survivorship Education Series Part 2
September 28, 2022 • 10 - 11:30 a.m.

Join us for a virtual live six-part survivorship education series.
This webinar will discuss the physical and psychological impact of cancer and its treatment on sexual health. Topics include: how to start the conversation with your physician and partner, benefits of physical therapy, and additional resources.

Speaker:

Stephanie Markovina, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor of Radiation Oncology

Jennifer Miller, PT, DPT, CLT, WCS
Assistant Professor in Physical Therapy and Obstetrics and Gynecology

De-Andrea Blaylock-Solar, LCSW-S, CST
Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Certified Sex Therapist

Moderated by:
Dr. Nicole Robinson, Founder of Hatz4Hearts

Register at: siteman.wustl.edu/PECaDWebinar

Brought to you by PECaD, The Siteman Survivorship Program